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1

Idea

Extracting text from natural images, as opposed to scans of printed pages, faxes
and business cards, is an important step for a number of Computer Vision applications, such as computerized aid for visually impaired, automatic geocoding of
businesses, and robotic navigation in urban environments. Retrieving texts in
both indoor and outdoor environments provides contextual clues for a wide variety of vision tasks. Moreover, it has been shown that the performance of image
retrieval algorithms depends critically on the performance of their text detection and extraction modules. Thus, we put forward a crowdsourced approach
to extract text from natural images to tackle this problem.

2

Building Blocks

The following are the computer vision related building blocks that would make
up parts of the whole system.
1. Localization of text in image
2. Understanding the text
The whole system architecture might consist of a service running on a machine which would accept images as uploads or through POST requests and
forwards it to the Text Localization block. That image patches obtained from
the Text Localization block would then be processed by the Text Extraction
block, which would result in text that would be sent back to the user as a TXT
or PDF file that he/she could download, or the service could keep the connection alive long enough for the pipeline to finish and send the extracted text
back as a response(This would depend on the execution times of the two building
blocks, and since we are using HPUs, they could very well be the bottleneck of
the servivce. Thus this method is not preferred).

2.1

Text Localization

Although text with a limited scope can be successfully detected using existing
technologies, such as in high quality printed documents, it is difficult to detect if
it is merged in a noisy background such as a poster, a sign or an advertisement.
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The textual data in the scene can vary with font, size, position, orientation, be
blurred due to motion, or slightly occluded by other objects. Originating in a
3-D space, such text in scene images can be distorted by slant, tilt, and shape
of objects on which they are found. There has already been a lot of work done
in this field. Some various existing approaches include
1. Edge detection + Adaptive search + Layout analysis[1]
2. Texture segmentation[2]
3. Stroke Width Transform[3]
4. Background segmentation[4]
All of these above approaches, though fairly accurate, are prone to leaving
out a few areas and end up generating false positives too. This problem can be
solved by using human input to detect text regions in natural images. Consider
the following images.

Figure 1: A noisy image. NOTE: Due to scaling down of the image, the clarity
has been reduced, although in full resolution, a person could easy make out the
characters written even on the white posters
In the above image, a normal Hindi literate person would easily be able to
make out and understand all the text in the picture. But it would be hard for
a machine due to the noisy background, unevenness of the posters, and random
font sizes across the board. Similarly with this image below, a computer vision
algorithm might detect ”COUN”, ”HOUS” and ”L” as separate word instances,
although a human can easily figure out the real meaning even though the tree
is blocking the poster.
Crowdsourcing
Thus, localizing words in natural scenes through crowdsourcing should easily
beat regular computer vision algorithms at detection as shown by the two examples above. A simple implementation where users draw bounding boxes around
word instances in the images would suffice. Another method would be to extract
text patches using above stated algorithms and have humans vote on whether
it contains text or not would be useful in eliminating false positives.
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Figure 2: An image with occluded text
This building block would also be useful for the following projects as they
both involve drawing bounding boxes around specific regions of interest(in our
case, any text/characters)
1. Image Understanding
2. Number Plate Recognition

2.2

Extraction of text

Once we have the text patches extracted from the previous building block, we
can attempt to interpret text from it. The following approaches have alreay
been quite successful at extraction of textual data from image patches.
1. Synthetic data generation followed by whole word input CNNs(Convolutional
Neural Networks)[5]
2. MSER(Maximally Stable Extremal Regions) based methods involving text
candidate extraction and clustering[6, 7]
3. Recognition by Retrieval using synthetic word image generation and matching[8]
Crowdsourcing
Although the work done by Jaderberg et al [5] shows really high accuracy for
datasets like ICDAR 2003[9] and Street View Text, crowdsourced input could
still be used to enhance the accuracy of the detected text and check for corrections. The input of people could be used to either translate the words in the
text patch verbatim, or they could be given a list of n most likely translations
and asked to choose the correct one.
This building block could also be used by the following other projects in
their optical character recognition processes.
1. Offline Intelligent Character Recognition for Critical Applications
2. Deciphering Inscriptions. This would a require a list of all possible characters that could be encountered to be known and provided to the HPU
beforehand which is highly improbable.
3. Digitizing Handwritten Text
4. Notes Maker
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Datasets

The following are a few of the datasets that could be used to implement and
test the above discussed building blocks
1. ICDAR 2003 dataset[9]
2. ICDAR 2013 dataset[10]
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Conclusion

Thus, we introduce two building blocks based on crowdsourcing that can be
used to build a system which could successfully extract text from natural scenes
with an accuracy that should be significantly greater than any of the existing
computer vision approaches.
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